CSR in retailing - coordinating corporate activities, store employees and consumers
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Extended abstract
Many retailers put an increasing emphasis on working with Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) issues in various ways, not least in Sweden (Elg and Hultman 2011). It is
becoming an important strategic matter and is argued to be something that can create sustainable competitive advantages for retailers as well as other organizations (Jones et al.
2005; Porter and Kramer 2006). It can also support a retailer when developing good relationships with political actors, NGOs, media, etc (Elg et al. 2012). Research also suggests
that consumers will have a higher opinion on socially responsible retailers that act as
good citizens (Luo and Bhattacharya 2006). While previous studies are fragmented, there
are some evidence that consumers' willingness to pay a premium for a products that have
been developed considering CSR aspects, or consider them when making buying decisions, is limited (Carrigan and Attalla 2001). Still, knowledge within this area is primarily
based upon surveys or experiments with consumers where they were asked various questions about their attitudes and expected behaviour. We know very little about how consumers actually think when they are in a store making decisions. How did CSR aspects
influence their choice of store? How they made the decision regarding a particular product that they are buying in the store? To what extent was knowledge or information about
a retailer's CSR considered? Do consumers reward retailers for taking a social responsibility approach when selecting and collaborating with suppliers?
In this paper, we outline an in-depth investigation of the CSR strategy of a Swedish DIY
retailer at corporate level and how it is supported in the store. We put this in contrast with
the views of consumers as they are making decisions in the store regarding the purchase
of a disposable product. Based upon previous theory and our empirical our research aims
at developing a theoretical framework for CSR in retailing and the interaction between
the retailer and the consumers. The paper also identifies gaps in awareness and commit1

ment between the corporate level, the perceptions of store employees and the role of CSR
in the buying behavior of consumers in store. The framework illustrates how the retailer's
CSR identity is related to the credibility from a consumers' perspective and how it influences consumers' buying decisions and willingness to endorse a retailer due to its CSR
identity. While previous studies are fragmented, there is limited evidence that consumers
are willing to pay a premium for a product that has been developed considering CSR aspects or to consider these aspects when making buying decisions. We conclude that retailers face a number of CSR challenges if they are to be able to make consumers willing
to pay a premium and to reward retailers for their CSR work. A main problem for retailers is how they can enhance trust, commitment as well as legitimacy in the eyes of the
consumers.
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